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Journeying to Justice provides the very first
comprehensive
appraisal
of
the
tumultuous journey towards equity and
reconciliation amongst British and
Jamaican Baptists across two centuries of
Christian missionary work, in which slavery,
colonialism and racism has loomed large.
This ground-breaking text brings together
scholars and practitioners, lay and
ordained, peoples from a variety of
culturally
and
ethnically
diverse
backgrounds, all speaking to the enduring
truth of the gospel of Christ as a means of
effecting social, political and spiritual
transformation. Journeying to Justice
reminds us that the way of Christ is that of
the cross and that grace is always costly and
being a disciple demands commitment to
God and to others with whom we walk this
journey of faith. At a time when the
resurgence of nationalism is threatening to
polarise many nations this text reminds us
that in Christ there is solidarity amongst all
peoples.
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‘Journeying to Justice is of such importance
to the study of Black religion that to say its
time has come would be an
understatement. Through a multi-faceted
exploration of the Black Baptist relations
between England and the Caribbean this
work contributes to the study of Black
religion as both Trans-Atlantic and
diasporic phenomenon. Because this
exploration is done by engaging one of the
most vibrant traditions of Black Christianity,
the Baptists, its findings give insight to Black
religion as such. More importantly it
contributes to understanding how this
tradition shaped people who became
religious agents for change in their world. I
cannot commend this book enough for
those interested in learning about Black
Baptist tradition as a unique Christian
phenomenon shaped by the rich cultural
exchange between the UK and the
Caribbean and the activism to which it gave
rise.’ Stephen G. Ray Jr., President, The
Society for the Study of Black Religion

